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Claim: I argue that the absence of verb doubling with verb phrase topicalization in Germanic languages despite them having V-to-T(-to-C) movement is a consequence of the language-specific
ordering of the two operations copy deletion (CD, Nunes, 2004; Trinh, 2011) and head movement
(HM, Chomsky, 1995; Platzack, 2013) both of which take place post-syntactically. While verb doubling languages like Hebrew, Spanish, or Polish order head movement before copy deletion which
allows the verb to escape the lower VP copy, CD applies before HM in Germanic languages deleting
the lower VP copy thereby bleeding verb movement.

1

Introduction

• In a number of languages it is possible to displace the verb phrase into the left periphery of the
clause. Usually, this displacement is associated with a topic or focus interpretation and some kind
of contrast. Examples from Polish (1-a), Hebrew (1-b), German (1-c), and Norwegian (1-d) are
given below.
(1)

a.

[VP wypić
herbatę] (to) Marek chce, ale nie chce jej robić
drink.inf tea
to Marek wants but not wants it make
‘As for drinking tea, Marek wants to drink it, but he doesn’t want to make it.’
(Polish, Joanna Zaleska p.c.)
b. [VP liknot et ha-sefer] Dan kiva
buy.inf acc def-book Dan hoped
‘As for buying the book, Dan hoped to do it.’
(Hebrew, Trinh, 2011: 32)
c. [VP lange Dissertationen lesen] will doch heute niemand mehr
long dissertations read.inf wants prt today no.one more
‘As for reading long dissertations, no-one wants to do it anymore.’
(German)
d. [VP (å) lese
bok-en] vil
hun i dag
to read.inf book-def wants she in day
‘As for reading the book, she wants to do it today.’
(Norwegian, Siri M. Gjersøe p.c.)

* Thanks

for providing judgements on language examples go to Siri Gjersøe for Norwegian and to Joanna Zaleska for Polish. All
error are my own. Partly funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), Collaborative Research Centre SFB 1287, Project
C05.
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• In the absence of an inflectable verb inside the clause one often finds that a copy of the displaced
verb appears. This is the case in Polish (2-a) and Hebrew (2-b), as well as in a vast amount of
other languages including Brazilian Portuguese (Bastos-Gee, 2009), Buli (Hiraiwa, 2005), Dagaare
(Hiraiwa and Bodomo, 2008), Krachi (Kandybowicz and Torrence, 2016), Mani (Childs, 2011),
Russian (Abels, 2001; Aboh and Dyakonova, 2009), Spanish (Vicente, 2007, 2009), Vietnamese
(Tran, 2011; Trinh, 2011), Yiddish (Cable, 2004), Yoruba (Manfredi, 1993).
(2)

[VP wypić
herbatę] (to) Marek wypije, ale nie wypije
kawy.
drink.inf tea
to Marek will-drink but not will-drink coffee
‘As for drinking tea, Marek will drink it, but he will not drink coffee.’
(Bondaruk, 2012: 55)
b. [VP liknot et ha-praxim], hi kanta.
buy.inf acc the-flowers she bought
‘As for buying the flowers, she bought (them).’
(Hebrew, Landau, 2006: 37)

a.

• Germanic languages, however, do not follow this pattern. Instead of a verb copy there is a dummy
verb usually comparable to do in English occupying the canonical verb position. This is shown for
German, Dutch, Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish in (3).
(3)

[VP lange Dissertationen lesen] tut doch heute niemand mehr
long dissertations read.inf does prt today no.one more
‘As for reading long dissertations, no-one wants to do it anymore.’
(German)
b. [VP haar verraden] doet hij niet
her betray
does he not
‘He doesn’t betray her.’
(Dutch, Broekhuis and Corver, 2015: 1043)
c. [VP (å) lese
bok-en] gjør hun i dag
to read.inf book-def does she in day
‘As for reading the book, she does it today.’
(Norwegian, Siri M. Gjersøe p.c.)
d. . . . og [VP kørde/køre bilen] gjorde han
and
drove/drive car.def did
he
‘. . . and drive the car, he did.’
(Danish, Platzack, 2008: 280)
e. [VP läser boken] gör han nu
reads book.def does he now
‘Reading the book he is now.’
(Swedish, Källgren and Prince, 1989: 47)

a.

• Only few other languages show a similar pattern, namely Hausa, Skou, Wolof, and possibly Welsh,
Basque and Breton.

Roadmap
1. Introduction
2. Background on the analysis of verb doubling in (2)
3. The Germanic Puzzle
4. (Im)possible solutions
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5. An ordering solution
6. Fin
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Background on verb doubling

• Since Koopman’s (1984) widely received seminal work on verb doubling verb fronting in Vata there
have been a large number of different analyses of the phenomenon.
• The most recent ones are all couched in the Copy Theory of Movement and treat the clause internal
verb as an exceptionally pronounced copy of an A-movement chain as in (4) (Abels, 2001; Nunes,
2004; Landau, 2006; Aboh and Dyakonova, 2009; Trinh, 2011; LaCara, 2016).
(4)

[ CP [ VP V DP ] [ C′ C [ TP . . . [ VP V DP ] ] ] ]
A-chain

• The exceptional spell-out of the lower verb copy is in most approaches caused by its undergoing
some movement and thereby evading the copy deletion mechanism.
• Nunes (2004): The verb copy morphologically reanalyzes (Fusion, Lowering?) with the head it has
moved to. Chain reduction does not apply word-internally and the copy therefore survives.
head-mvmt

(5)

[ CP [ VP V DP ] [ C′ C [ TP DP [ T′ [ T V T ] [VP V DP ] ] ] ]]
A-mvmt

Lowering

• Landau (2006): The low verb copy moves to a position that is specified with some phonological
requirement (e.g. T which has the requirement to provide a lexical host for inflectional affixes) and
then – by a principle of P(honological)-Recoverability – cannot be deleted anymore.
head-mvmt

(6)

[ CP [ VP V DP ] [ C′ C [ TP DP [ T′ [ T V T ] [VP V DP ] ] ] ]]
A-mvmt

P-requirement

• Aboh and Dyakonova (2009): There is parallel movement of VP to SpecCP and of V to T such
that two parallel chains are created. As the heads of two separate movement chains, the VP copy
in SpecCP and the V copy in T both do not undergo deletion.
(7)

[ CP [ VP V DP ] [ C′ C [ TP DP [ T′ [ T V T ] [VP V DP ] ] ] ]]
A-mvmt

head-mvmt

• Trinh (2011): Lower copies can only be deleted if they end an XP. This account only explains verb
doubling when a single verb is fronted. In case of VP fronting, the lower copy always ends an XP
(namely vP or TP) and should therefore always be deletable without any problems, contrary to fact
(see e.g. Polish and Hebrew above).
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[ CP [ VP V DP ] [ C′ C [ TP DP [ T′ T [VP V DP ] ] ] ]]

• LaCara (2016): Head movement is conflation. Relevant features F of lower heads are passed on
to higher heads. After deletion of the lower V copy its features are still present on T (in a V-to-T
language) and may be spelled out there.
(9)

[ CP [ VP V[FV ] DP ] [ C′ C[FC ] [ TP DP [ T′ T[FT ,FV ] [VP V[FV ] DP ] ] ] ]]
A-mvmt

• All the accounts that are applicable to verb doubling under VP-fronting treat it as a consequence
of V-to-T movement in one or the other way.

3

The puzzle

• The crucial ingredients in order for verb doubling to arise in VP-fronting constructions are then a
(A-)movement dependency between the fronted VP and the low verb copy (in order to generate
the low copy in the first place) and V-to-higher-functional-head movement (in order to save the
lowe V copy from undergoing regular low copy deletion).
• Both properties are supposedly given in the abovelisted Germanic languages. All things being
equal one would therefore expect them to display verb doubling just like non-Germanic languages
do.
• As this is obviously not the fact, we arrive at the central question of this talk:
Question: Why does VP-topicalization in Germanic languages not induce verb doubling (in those
cases where an auxiliary or modal verb is absent from the sentence)?

4

Impossible solutions

• In this part, I will present four conceivable answers to this question and show that they cannot be
correct.
4.1

VP-fronting is not A-movement

• First, one could claim that VP-topicalization in Germanic is not a construction brought about
by syntactic movement of the VP but rather by base-generation of the VP in its surface position.
In the absence of movement there would be no additional V copies that could be exceptionally
pronounced and hence an anaphoric verb like göra, gjøre, doen or tun ‘do’ is generated inside the
clause.
• Islands as movement diagnostics fail here because almost all of them test for extraction from a finite
clause where the VP could nonetheless have been generated in the left periphery of this embedded
clause. Reliable are reconstruction effects and extractions from coordinate structures.
• With the former, we find that at least German (10) and Norwegian (11) show weak and strong
cross-over effects (a. and b. examples) and reconstruct for Principle A and C (c. and d. examples).
4
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a. ?[den Jungeni verabscheuen] tut seinei Schwester eigentlich nicht
the boy
loathe.inf
does his sister
actually not
‘Loathe the boy, his sister actually doesn’t.’
b. *[den Jungeni verabscheuen] tut eri eigentlich nicht
the boy
loathe.inf
does he actually not
‘Loathe the boy, he actually doesn’t.’
c. [sich selbst i loben] tut Anjai normalerweise nicht
refl self praise does Anja normally
not
‘Praise herself, Anja usually doesn’t.’
d. *[Fotos von Anjai mögen] tut siei oft nicht
photos of Anja like
does she often not
‘Like photos of Anja, she often doesn’t.’

(German)

a. ??[(å) hate
gutteni ] gjør hansi søster egentlig ikke.
to hate.inf boy.def does his sister actually not
‘Hate the boy, his sister actually doesn’t.’
b. *[(å) hate
gutteni ] gjør hani egentlig ikke.
to hate.inf boy.def does he actually not
‘Hate the boy, he actually doesn’t.’
c. [(å) skade
seg selvi ] gjør Ragnhildi så vidt jeg vet veldig sjelden.
to injure.inf refl self does Ragnhild so far I know really seldom
‘Hurt herself, Ragnhild only rarely does as far as I know.’
d. *[(å) beundre bilder av Nilsi ] gjør hani egentlig aldri.
to admire pictures of Nils does he actually never
‘Admire pictures of Nils, he actually never does.’
(Norwegian, Siri M. Gjersøe p.c.)

• Although I do not (yet) have respective data for Swedish, Danish, and Dutch, I take it to be safe to
assume that they behave alike.
• With regard to the former diagnostics, namely coordinate structures, we find that extraction of VP
is impossible in both Norwegian (12) and German (13).
(12) *[(å) vaske
bil-en] [gjør han og rydder opp hus-et]
i dag
to wash.inf car-def does he and tidies up house-def in day
‘Wash the car he does and tidy up the house today.’
(Norwegian, Siri M. Gjersøe p.c.)
und [C′ tut Michael am
(13) *[Rindfleisch essen] [C′ trinkt Linda gern Sekt]
does Michael at.the
beef
eat.inf drinks Linda gladly champagne and
liebsten Rindfleisch]1
dearest
‘As for eating beef, Linda likes to drink champagne and Michael preferably does it.’(German)

1

Note that in contrast to the Norwegian examples the subject in the second conjuct must be overtly distinct from the one in
the first conjunct. Otherwise, the sentence could receive a structural analysis as an SLF construction (Subjectlücke in finiten Sätzen,
Höhle, 1983, 1990, 1991). This construction has, together with a few others from various languages, been subsumed under the term
asymmetric coordination because superficially they all look like proper coordination but crucially do not show the same syntactic
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Provided that other Germanic languages behave alike, we can conclude that VP-topicalization in
Germanic is A-movement of the VP from its base position into the left periphery, i.e. SpecCP.
4.2

There is no V-out-of-VP movement

• Second, one could claim that Germanic does in fact not show V-to-T or V-to-C movement, i.e. the
verb does not leave the deletion site. Therefore, when deletion applies, the verb is deleted with the
low VP copy and no verb doubling is observed.
• Clearly, this solution cannot be correct. As is well established, the five Germanic languages show
some kind of VP-evacuating verbal head movement, be that V-to-T or V-to-C movement.
• As the examples in (14) show, in matrix clauses the verb obligatorily appears to the left of negation
and VP adverbs while it appears to their right in embedded clauses (15).
(14)

(15)

Peter drikker ofte kaffe om morgenen
Peter drinks often coffee in morning.def
‘Peter often drinks coffee in the morning.’
b. Hanne liker ikke kaffe
Hanne likes not koffee
‘Hanne doesn’t like coffee.’
c. Jag kysste henne inte
I kissed her not
‘I didn’t kiss her.’
d. Sie mag diesen Kuchen nicht
she likes this cake
not
‘She doesn’t like this cake.’

a.

(Danish, Vikner, 1995: 47)

(Norwegian, Siri M. Gejrsøe p.c.)

(Swedish, Holmberg, 1999: 1)

(German)

Vi ved [at Peter ofte drikker kaffe om morgenen]
we know that Peter often drinks coffee in morning
‘We know that Peter often drinks coffe in the morning.’
(Danish, Vikner, 1995: 47)
b. Jeg tror [at Hanne ikke liker kaffe]
I believe that Hanne not likes coffee
‘I believe that Hanne doesn’t like coffee.’
(Norwegian, Siri M. Gjersøe p.c.)
c. . . . [att jeg inte kysste henne]
that I not kissed her
‘. . . that I didn’t kiss her.’
(Swedish, Holmberg, 1999: 1)

a.

behaviour. Most importantly, they seem to be able to violate the Coordinate Structure Constraint. This also holds for the SLF construction, where for instance an NP can be topicalized from one of the two conjuncts without rendering the sentence ungrammatical
(i-a). Equally, verbal fronting out of one conjunct in such an SLF construction results in a grammatical sentence (i-b, c).
(i)

[Sekt
trinken] tut Linda gern und isst dazu am liebsten Rindfleisch
champagne drink.inf does Linda gladly and eats there.to at.the dearest beef
‘Drinking champagne Linda likes to do and preferably eats beef with it.’

Asymmetric coordinations have been analyzed as underlying subordinations that become superficial coordinations in the course of
the derivation (see Weisser, 2015). For an analysis of SLF constructions along these lines see Barnickel (2017).
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d. Ich glaube, [dass sie diesen Kuchen nicht mag]
I believe that she this cake
not likes
‘I believe that she doesn’t like this cake.’

(German)

• The standard analysis of these word order variations between matrix and embedded clauses (see
Vikner, 1995) is that while the latter show the verb in its base position, the former involve head
movement of the verb to T and/or C.
• Although there is a debate about whether the verb moves as high as C in Scandinavian matrix
clauses or not (see e.g. Mikkelsen, 2010), whether V-to-T movement in Scandinavian is dependent
on V2 or not (see e.g. Wiklund et al., 2007), and whether T exists at all in German (see e.g. Haider,
2010), it is clear that the verb in some way or another leaves its base position in matrix clauses.
In matrix clauses V head-moves out of VP in all five Germanic languages. The lack of verb doubling
in VP-topicalization can therefore not be attributed to a lack of VP-evacuating verb movement.
4.3 The dummy verb is independently present
• A third explanation for the lack of verb doubling in VP-topicalization despite it being A-movement
and despite the presence of V head-movement is that it is derived from an independent construction that contains the dummy verb in an auxiliary position. Thus, when the VP undergoes topicalization the dummy verb is stranded like any other tense auxiliary or modal verb and no need for
verb doubling arises.
• Indeed, such an independent construction, the tun-periphrase, is attested in German (and apparently also in Dutch, for which I was unable to obtain the relevenat data). In colloquial German,
it is possible to have the main lexical verb stay in situ while the dummy verb tun acts as the finite
verb (16).
(16)

Ich glaube, dass der Klaus gerade den Müll hinunter tragen tut
I believe that the Klaus now the garbage down carry does
‘I believe that Klaus is right now carrying down the garbage.’
b. Der Klaus tut gerade den Müll hinunter tragen
the Klaus does now the garbage down carry
‘Klaus is right now carrying down the garbage.’
(German, Bayer, 2008: 4)

a.

• One could easily imagine a derivation that A-moves the VP den Müll hinunter tragen into SpecCP
(instead of the subject Klaus) and thus results in the VP-topicalization surface structure in (17).
(17)

[den Müll hinunter tragen] tut Klaus gerade
the garbage down carry does Klaus now
‘As for carrying down the garbage, Klaus is doing it right now.’

• However, there are two problems with this approach. First, not all Germanic languages comprise
of such a tun-periphrase. In Norwegian, for example, a sentence corresponding to (16-b) is ungrammatical (18).
7
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(18) *Jeg gjør aldri spille golf
I do never play golf
Intended: ‘I never play golf.’

(Norwegian, Lødrup, 1990: 9)

• Second, the tun-periphrase in German is restricted to stage-level predicates. Individual-level predicates like besitzen ‘own’ or ähneln ‘resemble’ are exempt from occuring in the complement of tun
(19).
(19)

a. *Der Klaus tut einen guten Charakter besitzen
the Klaus does a
good character own
‘Klaus has good character.’
b. *Der Klaus tut seinem Vater ähneln
the Klaus does his
father resemble
‘Klaus resembles his father.’

(German, Bayer, 2008: 4)

Nevertheless, when individual-level predicates undergo VP-topicalization a form of tun occurs
clause-internally and the sentence is grammatical (20).
(20)

[einen guten Charakter besitzen] tut Klaus nicht erst seit er im
a
good character own
does Klaus not first since he in.the
Internat
war
boarding.school was
‘As for having good character, Klaus does not only have it since he went to boarding
school.’
b. [seinem Vater ähneln] tut Klaus aber wirklich kein bisschen
his
father resemble does Klaus but really not.a little
‘As for resembling his father, Klaus does not even resemble him the tiniest bit.’

a.

An independent construction containing the dummy verb is either not attested or – if it is – it is not
productive enough to serve as a derivational basis for VP-topicalization. The lack of verb doubling
is thus not due to there being a stranded dummy verb in VP-topicalizations.
4.4 The dummy verb is a proform in a left-dislocation structure
• A last solution to the question why Germanic does not show verb doubling in VP-topicalization
might be that the topicalization is actually a left dislocation structure with the dummy verb being
a verbal anaphoric or resumptive element.
• This approach fails for two reasons. First, as the five discussed Germanic languages are V2 languages, the position before the verb in a matrix clause has to be occupied by exactly one constituent.
If the topicalized VP is actually left-dislocated, it should not be part of the following sentence (Zaenen, 1997; Ott, 2014) and thus not serve as the single preverbal constituent. In turn, VP-fronting
constructions as (21-a) and (22-a) should be ungrammatical just like any other declarative matrix
clause without a preverbal constituent (21-b) and (22-b), contrary to fact.
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a.

[(å) lese
boken] [CP gjør han i dag]
to read.inf book.def
does he in day
‘As for reading the book, he does it today.’
b. *leser han boken
i dag
reads he book.def in day
Intended: ‘He reads the book today.’
[das Auto waschen] [CP tut er nur samstags]
the car wash.inf
does he only on.saturday
‘As for washing the car, he only does it on saturdays.’
b. *wäscht er das Auto nur samstags
washes he the car only on.saturday
Intended: ‘He only washes the car on saturdays.’

(Norwegian, Siri M. Gjersøe p.c.)

a.

(German)

Equally, one would assume that it would be possible to have some constituent occupy the position
between the left-dislocated VP and the finite verb, contrary to fact (23).
(23)

a. *[(å) lese
boken] [CP i dag gjør han]
to read.inf book.def
in day does he
(Norwegian, Siri M. Gjersøe p.c.)
b. *[das Auto waschen] [CP samstags tut er]
the car wash.inf
on.saturday does he
(German)

• Second, the VP-proform in Germanic languages is usually not just the verb göra, gjøre, tun, or
doen, but a combination of this verb with a neuter singular pronoun det or das (24) (see Bentzen
et al., 2013, and references therein).
(24)

a.

Liker du jordbær?
Ja, jeg gjør det
likes you strawberries yes I do it
‘Do you like strawberries? Yes, I do.’
(Norwegian Lødrup, 1990: 4)
b. Alle halten sich
an den Putzplan,
nur Hans tut es nicht
all hold themselves at the cleaning.plan only Hans does it not
‘Everybody sticks to the cleaning schedule, only Hans doesn’t do so.’
(German)

In fact, in a proper VP left-dislocation structure, the pronoun shows up in between the dislocated
VP and the dummy verb (25).
(25)

a.

[läser boken], det gör han
reads book.def it does he
‘Read the book, that he does.’
(Swedish, Källgren and Prince, 1989: 48)
b. [sein Auto waschen], das tut er nur samstags
his car wash.inf that does he only on.saturday
‘Wash his car, that he only does on saturdays.’
(German)
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VP-topicalization is not left-dislocation plus a verbal anaphor that takes the form of the dummy
verb. The dummy verb in VP-topicalization is a proper repair.

5

An ordering analysis

• The occurence of the dummy verb in VP-topicalization seems to parallel the occurence of a verb
copy in languages like Hebrew, Spanish, or Polish. Both are repairs to avoid a gap in a finite clause
that is created by the displacement of the lexical verb.
• Here, I want to suggest that Germanic languages do not show verb doubling despite having V-to-T
or V-to-C movement because this movement applies too late, namely at a point in the derivation
where the low VP copy containing the V has already been deleted (a similar proposal is hinted at
in Houser et al., 2006).
• In languages that exhibit verb doubling, in contrast, the verbal head-movement applies before copy
deletion takes place.
Preliminaries
• I assume the Copy Theory of movement (Chomsky, 1993, 1995) under which verb doubling can
be easily accounted for as being a consequence of spell-out of two copies of the verb (Abels, 2001;
Nunes, 2004).
• Usually, only one link/copy in a movement chain is pronounced, namely the head of that chain,
while the others are left unpronounced (Brody, 1995; Bobaljik, 1995; Groat and O’Neill, 1996; Pesetsky, 1997, 1998; Nunes, 2004). I thus assume an operation copy deletion (CD) that deletes superfluous copies post-syntactically. However, this operation is not triggered by a linearization conflict,
but rather applies generally, identifying copies of an element and deleting them according to the
definition in (26). For concreteness, I will postulate that copying of an element entails coindexing
of the two resulting elements in order to mark them as copies of each other (these indices will be
symbolized by superscripted lowercase letters).
(26)

Copy Deletion (CD)
In a structure that contains multiple copies X1i , X2i , . . . , Xni of a constituent X (i.e. several
elements 1–n that share the same movement-assigned index i) delete every Xni that is ci .
commanded by some other Xm

• Head movement (HM) is a post-syntactic operation (see e.g. Boeckx and Stjepanović, 2001; Hale
and Keyser, 2002; Merchant, 2002; Schoorlemmer and Temmerman, 2012; Platzack, 2013; Zwart,
2016). I further assume that post-syntactic movement does not leave any copies (or traces) (Boeckx
and Stjepanović, 2001; Sauerland and Elbourne, 2002).
Order in the post-syntax
• Following a recent line of research on the order of application of operations in both syntax and
post-syntax (Müller, 2009; Arregi and Nevins, 2012; Schoorlemmer, 2012; Georgi, 2014; Murphy
10
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and Puškar, 2015; Puškar, 2015; Assmann et al., 2015), I propose that there is a strict languagespecific order of operations between copy deletion and head movement in the post-syntax.
• When HM applies before CD, V can head-move out of the low VP copy to T/C and evade deletion
giving rise to verb doubling (counter-bleeding).
• When CD applies before HM, V is deleted as part of the low VP copy and subsequent head movement applies vacuously (bleeding). In order to express finiteness of the clause, a dummy verb is
inserted into T/C to host inflectinoal affixes.
(27)

PF operations applying to a VP fronting structure in different orders
CD

CD

a.

HM ≻ CD:

¬ ³¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹·¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ µ
[ CP [ VP V DP ] [ C′ C . . . V+v+T . . . V+v . . . [VP V DP ] ]] ⇒ verb copy
HM

HM
CD

b. CD ≻ HM:

³¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹·¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ µ
′
[ CP [ VP V DP ] [ C C . . . T . . . v . . . [VP V DP ] ]] ⇒ dummy verb
7

HM

7

HM

Sample derivations
Verb doubling in Polish VP-topicalization
(28)

[wypić
herbatę] (to) Marek wypije, ale nie wypije
kawy
drink.inf tea
to Marek will-drink but not will-drink coffee
‘As for drinking tea, Marek will drink it, but he will not drink coffee.’
(Polish, Bondaruk, 2012: 55)

• First, the VP is built, which is selected by v, which then introduces the subject DP. According to
Witkoś (1998), the vP is then merged with an Asp head. Upon merger of the T head with AspP, the
subject moves to SpecTP. When C enters the derivation, it attracts the topic-marked VP into its
specifier, resulting in a structure like (29).2

Like in Hebrew, the fronted constituent in verb phrase fronting is actually vP rather than VP (see Bondaruk, 2009: 69, for
arguments in favour of this). A more proper structure of verb phrase fronting would therefore be (i).
2

(i)

[ CP [ vPj DPiS [ v ′ v [ .VP V DPO ]]] [ C′ C [ .TP DPiS [ T′ T [ AspP Asp [ vPj DPiS [ v ′ v [ .VP V DPO ]]]]]]]]

This does not affect the argumentation here, because crucially, the verb head moves as high as Asp in the post-syntax. Since Asp
is located higher than both VP and vP the verb leaves the lower copy of the fronted constituent before it is deleted independent of
whether it is VP or vP. The additional copy of the subject inside the fronted vP will undergo deletion in the same way that the object
copy does in a remnant VP movement structure. For reasons of consistency and ease of exposition, I simplify Polish verb phrase
fronting to be movement of VP rather than vP.
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Polish VP-topicalization: Syntax
CP
[C]

C′

VPj

●top●
[
]
C

V
[
]
top

V DPO
[V]

[D]

TP

C

⎡ ●T● ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢●top●⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ C ⎥
⎣
⎦

[T]

T′

DPiS
[D]

[

●D●
]
T

AspP

T

⎡●Asp●⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ ●D● ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ T ⎥
⎣
⎦

¬


[Asp]

vP

Asp
●v●
[
]
Asp

[v]

v′

DPiS

●D●
]
[
v

[D]

v

VPj

⎡●Asp●⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢ ●D● ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ v ⎥
⎦
⎣

[

[

V
]
top

V

DPO

●D●
]
V

[D]

• When this structure is delivered to the post-syntactic component, first, head movement applies
(step ¬). As Witkoś (1998) argues, the verb in Polish standardly raises up to Asp but not to T. Thus,
the resulting V+v+Asp complex resides in Asp. Subsequent copy deletion (step ) then erases
the lower subject copy and the lower VP copy as usual (indicated by shading). The main verb,
thus, evades deletion by virtue of having moved to outside of the lower VP copy giving rise to verb
doubling on the surface (30).
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Polish VP-topicalization: Post-syntax (HM ≻ CD)
CP
[C]

C′

VPj

●top●
[
]
C

V
[
]
top

V

DPO

[V]

[D]

wypić
herbatę

TP

C

⎡ ●T● ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢●top●⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ C ⎥
⎣
⎦

(to)

[T]

T′

DPiS
[D]

[

●D●
]
T

Marek
AspP

T

⎡●Asp●⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ ●D● ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ T ⎥
⎣
⎦

[Asp]

V
●D●
[
]
V

+

v

vP

+ Asp

⎡●V●⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢●D●⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ v ⎥
⎣
⎦

[v]

●v●
]
[
Asp

DPiS

wypije

[D]

v′
●D●
]
[
v


VPj

¬

[

¬

V
]
top

DPO
[D]


Dummy verb insertion in German VP-topicalization
(31)

[das Auto waschen] tut er nie
the car wash.inf does he never
‘Something that he never does is wash the car.’
(German, Diedrichsen, 2008: 221)

• First, the TP is generated as usual with the subject moving to SpecTP.3 Upon merge of C, the topicmarked verb phrase is copied and merged in SpecCP (32).

3

I explicitly make no claim about the highly controversial issue of subject movement or the existence of T in German here (for
discussion see e.g. Haider, 2010). Subject movement is included in the derivation solely for comparability with the Polish derivation
above.
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German VP-topicalization: Syntax
CP
[C]

C′

VPj

●top●
[
]
C

V
[
]
top

DPO

V

[D]

●D●
[
]
V

TP

C

⎡ ●T● ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢●top●⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ C ⎥
⎣
⎦

[T]

T′

DPiS
[D]

[

●D●
]
T

vP

T

⎡ ●v● ⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢●D●⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ T ⎥
⎣
⎦

[v]

¬

vP

Adv

[v]

[Adv]


v′

DPiS

●D●
]
[
v

[D]

v

VPj

⎡●V●⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢●D●⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ v ⎥
⎣
⎦

V
[
]
top

DPO

V

[D]

●D●
]
[
V

• This structure is shipped to the post-syntactic component where copy deletion and head movement
apply in this order (33).4 Even though there is no direct empirical evidence for V-to-T movement in
German (or, in fact, for the existence of T at all, see Haider, 2010), the status of V-to-C movement
4

A potential problem for this claim is so-called multiple fronting in German (i) (from Bildhauer and Cook, 2010) where two DPs
appear in the prefield (i.e. before the verb in a V2 sentence) that can usually only contain one constituent.
(i) [ DP Dem
Saft ] [ DP eine
kräftigere
Farbe ] geben
Blutorangen.
def.m.sg.dat juice
indef.f.sg.acc strong.comp.f.sg.acc colour give.3pl.pres blood.orange.pl
‘Blood oranges give the juice a stronger colour.’
One possible analysis of data like these is that a VP containing the trace of the verbal head has been moved to SpecCP (Müller,
1998). Under the present assumptions, however, such headless VP fronting is underivable because post-syntactic head movement
comes too late to create a headless VP that could be fronted in syntax. Instead, one would expect full VP fronting and dummy verb
insertion as in (31), which is also a possible option (ii).
(ii) [ VP Dem
Saft eine
kräftigere
Farbe geben ] tun
Blutorangen.
def.m.sg.dat juice indef.f.sg.acc strong.comp.f.sg.acc colour give.inf do.3pl.pres blood.orange.pl
‘Blood oranges give the juice a stronger colour.’
However, recent accounts of multiple fronting treat it either as involving movement of more than one constituent into SpecCP
(Lötscher, 1985; Speyer, 2008) or as fronting of a VP that contains a silent verbal head rather than an actual trace of the overt verb
(Fanselow, 1993, St. Müller, 2005, 2015). Both of these analyses are compatible with the assumptions in this thesis and under both
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in verb second sentences is uncontroversial. As example (31-b) is a verb second sentence, V-to-C
movement should in principle take place. However, this is obviously not the case. This is due to
copy deletion applying before head movement.
• The lower copies of the subject and the VP are deleted (step ¬) because they are c-commanded by
another copy of the subject and the VP respectively. The higher copies are not affected as they are
not themselves c-commanded by any higher copies. Subsequent head movement of V-to-C cannot
apply (step 8) since the movee does not exist anymore. However, any movement of v-to-T-to-C (if
it actually exists in German) may go forth unhindered.
(33)

German VP-topicalization: Post-syntax (CD ≻ HM)
CP
[C]

C′

VPj

DPO
[D]

[

V

v

●D●
]
V

⎡●V●⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢●D●⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ v ⎥
⎣
⎦

waschen
das Auto



●top●
[
]
C

V
[
]
top

+

T
⎡ ●v● ⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢●D●⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ T ⎥
⎦
⎣

+

TP

C

[T]

⎡ ●T● ⎤
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎢●top●⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ C ⎥
⎦
⎣

T′

DPiS

®

●D●
]
[
T

[D]

er

tut

vP
[v]

vP

Adv

[v]

[Adv]

nie 

v′

DPiS
[D]

[

●D●
]
v

¬
VPj
[

V
]
top

8
DPO

V

[D]

●D●
[
]
V

¬
• As a Last Resort to either satisfy the V2-requirement or provide a host for expression of tense and
agreement features or both, the dummy verb tun ‘do’ is inserted into the complex in C-position
(step ®). Thus, prior application of copy deletion bleeds subsequent head movement of the main
verb to C which leads to the dummy verb repair observed in VP-topicalization.
analyses the absence of any kind of do-support or verb doubling is the expected outcome because in both cases, the main verb would
remain inside the TP domain in narrow syntax and can later undergo head movement to C in the post-syntax.
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In contrast to most non-Germanic languages, Germanic languages do not exhibit verb doubling
in VP-topicalizations despite showing VP-evacuating head-movement of V in other contexts because this head movement is bled by copy deletion, both operations applying in the post-syntactic
component.
Further issues
• Interestingly, in contrast to German and Dutch, the Scandinavian languages Danish, Norwegian,
and Swedish also allow for the fronted verb to have a finite form (34). In fact, this seems to be the
preferred option in Swedish (Lødrup, 1990; Teleman et al., 1999) if not the only grammatical one
(Platzack, 2012).
(34)

. . . og [køre/kørde
bilen] gjorde han
and drive.inf/drive.pst car.def did
he
‘. . . and drive the car, he did.’
b. [spille/spiller
golf] gjør jeg aldri
play.inf/play.prs golf do.prs I never
‘Play golf, I never do.’
c. . . . och [körde/*köra
bilen] gjorde han
and drive.pst/drive.inf car.def did
he
‘. . . and drive the car, he did.’

a.

(Danish, Platzack, 2008: 280)

(Norwegian, Lødrup, 1990: 3)

(Swedish, Platzack, 2008: 281)

• This indicates that the topicalized constituent contains a T head. However, if V-to-T movement
only takes place post-syntactically, i.e. after the VP has been moved to SpecCP, how does T end up
in the fronted VP?
• As we have seen above, verbs do not move to T in embedded sentences in Scandinavian. Nonetheless they exhibit tense inflection (35).
(35)

Jeg tror [at Hanne ikke liker kaffe]
I believe that Hanne not likes coffee
‘I believe that Hanne doesn’t like coffee.’

(Norwegian, Siri M. Gjersøe p.c.)

These languages must comprise of some other mechanism to join the verb with its tense inflectional
morphology.
• As LaCara (2016) notes, there are three ways to achieve this:
1. Affix hopping (Chomsky, 1957)
2. Post-syntactic lowering (Embick and Noyer, 2001)
3. Feature-valuation by Agree (Adger, 2003)
• The second option, being post-syntactic like head movement, doesn’t work in the present proposal.
Options 1 and 3, however, should work just fine. In particular, option 3 seems a good candidate, as
Agree occurs upon merger of T which happens before movement of VP to SpecCP.
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Predictions
• One prediction that the current system makes is that languages without VP-evacuating head movement of V should exhibit dummy verb insertion rather than verb doubling. This is because under
both orders V will be deleted as part of the lower VP copy.
• In fact, there seems to be a language that shows no indication of V-movement, i.e. no word order alternations or inflectional affixations, and consequently shows dummy verb insertion in VPfronting. Consider the following data from Limbum (Grassfields Bantu, Cameroon).
(36)

á r-[yū msāŋ] (cí)
njíŋwÈ fŌ bí *yū/gı̄
foc 5-buy rice (comp) woman det fut1 buy/do
‘The woman will buy rice.’

(Limbum)

• Its basic word order is SVO in both matrix and embedded sentences and all aspectual and tense
inflection is hosted in a separate auxiliary.
(37)

a.

ŋwÈ fŌ àm tí ŋgū
man det pst3 cut wood
‘The man cut the wood.’
(Limbum, Becker and Nformi, 2016: 58)
b. mÈ kwàshı̄ mÈ-nE
Nfor bí bō ndāp
1sg think 1sg-comp Nfor fut1 build house
‘I think that Nfor will build a house.’

• VP-fronting in Limbum seems to be A-movement as it is unbounded (38-a) and impossible from
a coordinate structure (38-b).
(38)

á r-[bò ndāp] (cí) mÈ kwàshı̄ [mÈ-nE Nfor bí gı̄]
foc 5-build house comp 1sg think 1sg-comp Nfor fut1 do
‘I think that Nfor will build a house.’
b. *á r-[yù ntùmntùm] (cí) Nfor bí [bō ndāp kìr gı̄]
foc 5-buy motorbike comp Nfor fut1 build house and do
‘Nfor will build a house and buy a motorbike.’

a.

• It can also not be derived from an independent dummy verb construction (39).
(39)

a. *njíŋwÈ fŌ bí gı̄ (r-)yū msāŋ
woman det fut1 do (5-)buy rice
‘The woman will buy rice.’
b. *Nfor à mū gı̄ (r-)bò ndāp
Nfor 3sg pst2 do (5-)build house
‘Nfor built/did build a house.’

• Further investigation of Limbum is needed to clarify the issue whether it has V-to-higher-headmovement or not.
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Fin

• Germanic languages behave differently from many non-Germanic languages with respect to VPfronting. While non-Germanic languages usually show verb doubling (in the absence of an auxiliary or modal), Germanic languages exhibit dummy verb insertion.
• In the Copy Theory of Movement, verb doubling is commonly analyzed as the consequence of Vto-Asp/T/C movement which exempts it from whichever deletion mechanism is responsible for
erasing superfluous copies.
• The Germanic behaviour is surprising given the fact that Germanic languages usually have V-toT/C movement and shoudl therefore also show verb doubling.
• I have suggested that the Germanic V-to-T/C movement applies too late in the derivation. Applying in the post-syntactic component, head movement is ordered after copy deletion in Germanic
languages and therefore V is deleted as part of the low VP copy before it can move out of VP. In
order to express finiteness or to fulfill the V2-requirement, a dummy verb is inserted into T/C as a
Last Resort.
• Non-Germanic languages commonly have the reverse order, namely HM ≻ CD, and therefore exhibit verb doubling if they comprise of some VP-evacuating V movement.
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